12.10.00 WEATHERMAN

12.16.16 FILM SEA SURVIVAL
SOURCE: C.O.I.
FOOTAGE: 231' 35 mm

12.45.00 GRANDSTAND
(details to follow)

17.02.15-17.17.15 See separate sheet for; Kirk O'Shotts, Meldrum, Thurstm., Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland

17.02.30-17.16.55 See separate sheet for: Divis, Londonderry

17.17.02 SYMBOL/NARRATION/CAPTIONS

17.17.21 FILM TOM AND JEREMY: FUR ON A PICNIC (16/1/7/0300)
SOURCE: M.O.M.
FOOTAGE: 615' 35 mm
This film has received theatrical distribution

17.23.54 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.24.59 T/R DR. WHO - SERIAL 'QQ' THE WED OF YEAR - 1 (23/1/7/9282)
(Televised on 13.1.1969 - VTM/612/42866; 24'53")
Produced by Peter Bryant
Directed by Douglas Camfield
Script: Mervyn Haigman and
Harry Lincoln

Cast:
Dr. Who................Patrick Troughton
Jamie..................Fraser Hines
Victoria................Deborah Watling
Professor Travers........Jack Watling
Anne Travers...........Tina Pasker
Paul Lane...............Rod Beacham
Pcj. Blake.............Richardson Morgan
Captain Knight.........Ralph Watson
Harold Choolay.........Jon Bellason
Sgt. St. Arnold........Jack Woolgar
Ttian Manwea.............Stephen Whittaker
Soldier................Bernard G. High
Waller..................Bart Sims

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Frederick Schrecker (Julius Silverstein)
Patrick Troughton (Fraser Hines)
Deborah Watling
Jack Watling
Bernard G. High
Tina Pasker
Stephen Whittaker
Richardson Morgan
Jack Woolgar
Julie Worsen
DR. WHO (CONT.)
EATING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES (CONT.)
Gordon Stothard
John Leane
Yeti

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 55' Sound 35 mm
BBC SPECIAL FILM
Footage: 16mm Sound 35 mm

MUSIC ON TAPE
RON GRAYNER AND MUSICIANS
Signature tune (beg. and end)
00'28"  Ron Grainer
00'40"

RECORDS DUBBED
Music for strings, percussion and celesta
Barbok
Berlin RIAS Orchestra
Selection (F. Rayle)
Lunar Probe
Andromed
Orchestra
Space time music Parts 1 & 2 (W. Josephs)
Westway Studio orchestra

17.59.38 FILM THE MONKIES; HITTING THE HIGH SEAS (16/1/7/1100)
SOURCE: Screen Gems Ltd.
FOOTAGE: 896' 16 mm
First transmission

18.25.10 DES TIME (12/1/8/1065)
(Details to follow) AKK

19.09.46 SYMBOL/NARRATION
GRANDSTAND (CONT.)

RACING
Commentary by Peter O'Sullivan
ROUND UNION - ENGLAND V. IRELAND
Commentators: Bill Kohlen and Cliff Morgan

FACILITIES
Telephoned reports:
Hayters
Dotting, Turner
Denis Lowe
W. Cosman
Sport and General

STILLS:

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 15OUN 16 mm (Titles)
51OUN 16 mm (Soccer)
11OUN 16 mm (Rugby Union)
821OUN 16 mm (Cricket)
692OUN 16 mm (Cricket)

RECORD DUBBED TO FILM
Signature tune (Bug. and end)
News Scoop (L. Stevens)
Symphony Orchestra

RECORD
Progression (Circa Vasari)
Orchestra

Musique pour l'image
IMP 512
02'31"

16.15.10- See separate sheet for: Divis, Londonderry
16.34.16.10

17.02.40- See separate sheet for: Divis, Londonderry
17.14.20

17.03.00- See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotts, Maldrum, Thurston, Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland
17.14.21

17.14.35 SYMBOL/NARRATION/CAPTIONS

TRAIL
(Details on page 15)

(Televised on 20.1.1968 - PTV/617/4370) (24'38"
Produced by Peter Tyrell
Directed by Douglas Camfield
Script: Mervyn Haisman and Henry Lincoln
TELEVISION SERVICES - BBC 1: SATURDAY: 10.2.1968

DR. WHO (CONT.)

CAST (CONT.)

Jamie..........................Fraser Hines
Victoria........................Deborah Watling
Professor Travess.............Jack Watling
Anne Travess....................Tina Packer
Staff Sgt. Arnold..............Jack Woolgar
Cpl. Lane.........................Rod Beacham
D.J. Blake........................Richardson Morgan
Captain Knight..................Ralph Watson
Harold Worley....................Jon Ballason
Soldier..........................Joseph O'Connell
Driver Barnes....................Derek Pollitt
Nursing Nurse...................Stephen Whitaker
Yeti.........................Gordon Stothard

John Lord
John Levene
Jeremy King

Walk-ons..........................Maurice Brooks

TAKING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES

Patrick Troughton
Colin Warman
James Jordan
Jack Woolgar
Richardson Morgan
Fraser Hines
Gordon Stothard
Rod Beacham
Joseph O'Connell
John Levene

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 55' Sound 35 mm
BBC SPECIALLY SHOT
Footage: 365' Sound 35 mm

MUSIC ON TAPE

RON GRAINER AND MUSICIANS
Signature tune (Beg. and end)
00'130" R. Grainer
00'47"

RECORDED DUBBED

Impending dangers (S. Dale)
European Sound Stage orchestra

Shine Challenger (J. Bredan)
Mervin Bredan

Space Time music (W. Josephs)
Westway studio orchestra

Lonely people andromeda (J. Bayle)
Orchestra

MUSIC LIVE

DEEREK POLLIETT
Scots fach
00'152

Traditional
Non Copyright

17.39.38 SYMBOL/NARRATION/VER TRAIL:
(Details on page 15)